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Magic Beyond Midnight offers 3 different tiers of stationary suites to complete your Wedding Package.  
Each suite is based on the following quantities and numbers. If you need significantly more or less than the suggested numbers,  

we would be happy to work with you to design a package that fits your individual needs.  Should you need only a few more items in 
 each category, the cost for each single item is listed below each suite tier. 

 

 

 

100 Invitations 
150 Menu Cards 

75 Programs 
15 Table #'s 

100 Escort Cards 
2 Specialty Signs 
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Glass Slipper Package 
Invitations 

Invitations in the Glass Slipper Wedding Package are based on a simple two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. The suite includes: 
 

 Your Choice of either 6x6 or 5x7 size -  2 Layers 
 RSVP Cards – Single Layer 
 Response Cards – Single Layer 
 Outer Envelope –  Your Color Choice 
 RSVP Envelope – Your Color Choice 

 
Menu Cards 

Menu Cards in the Glass Slipper Wedding Package are based on a single layer design, in your color choice. The menus are 
approximately 4 inches in width and 8 inches in height. The size may vary depending on the amount of information included 
on this menu.  
 
Programs 
Programs in the Glass Slipper Wedding Package are based on a single layer design approximately 5x7 or 6x6 in size, 
depending on your personal preference. Printing is available on the back of the program at no additional charge.   

 

Table numbers 
Table Numbers in the Glass Slipper Wedding Package are based on a simple two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. You have a choice of either 5x7 or 6x6 sizes. The couple’s names and wedding date, if preferred can be added at no 
additional charge. 
 
Escort Cards 

Table Numbers in the Glass Slipper Wedding Package are based on a simple two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. Sizes for escort cards are standard, 2x3, and include only the guest names and table number. Graphics are not 
available for this package.  
 

Specialty Signs 

Specialty signs in the Glass Slipper Wedding Package are based on a simple two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. They are 8x10 in size. Specialty signs can often be used for signature cocktails, guest book instructions, etc. 

 

Individual costs 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Total Suite Cost      

$1050 
 

 

 Invitations  
 Menu Cards 
 Programs 
 Table Numbers 
 Escort Cards 
 Specialty Signs                 

 

$5.75ea  
$1.50ea 
$2.00ea 
$6.00ea 
$2.00ea 
$10.00ea 
 



Fairy Godmother Package 
Invitations 

Invitations in the Fairy Godmother Wedding Package are based on a folder style invitation with insert pockets.  
 

 Your Choice of 1 of 5 pocket styles 
 RSVP Cards – Single Layer 
 Response Cards – Single Layer 
 Outer Envelope –  Your Color Choice 
 RSVP Envelope – Your Color Choice 
 Monogram or Similar Folder Enclosure 

 
Menu Cards 

Menu Cards in the Fairy Godmother Wedding Package are based on a double layer design, in your color choice. The menus 
are approximately 4 inches in width and 8 inches in height. The size may vary depending on the amount of information 
included on this menu.  
 
Programs 
Programs in the Fairy Godmother Wedding Package are based on either a double layer design approximately 5x7 or 6x6 in 
size, depending on your personal preference. Additionally, you can choose a book-fold style at no additional charge within this 
package. 

 

Table numbers 
Table Numbers in the Fairy Godmother Wedding Package are based on a two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. You have a choice of either 5x7 or 6x6 sizes. The couple’s names and wedding date, if preferred can be added at no 
additional charge. 
 
Escort Cards 

Table Numbers in the Fairy Godmother Wedding Package are based on a two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. Sizes for escort cards are standard, 2x3, and include only the guest names and table number. Graphics are also 
available within this package.  
 

Specialty Signs 

Specialty signs in the Fairy Godmother Wedding Package are based on a two layer invitation design in the colors of your 
choice. They are 8x10 in size. Specialty signs can often be used for signature cocktails, guest book instructions, etc. 
 

Individual costs 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Total Suite Cost  

$1450 

 Invitations  
 Menu Cards 
 Programs 
 Table Numbers 
 Escort Cards 
 Specialty Signs 

                         

$7.50ea  
$2.00ea 
$2.50ea 
$6.00ea 
$2.00ea 
$10.00ea 
 



Cinderella Package 
Invitations 

Invitations in the Cinderella Wedding Package are based on a folder style invitation with insert pockets, or specialty designed 
wedding invitation such as those that include crystal brooches or glitter paper. 
 

 Your Choice of 1 of 5 pocket styles or Specialty Invitation in either 5x7 or 6x6 
 One specialty feature (i.e., brooch, glitter paper, lace)  
 RSVP Cards – Single Layer 
 Response Cards – Single Layer 
 Direction or Accommodation Card – Single Layer 
 Outer Envelope –  Your Color Choice 
 RSVP Envelope – Your Color Choice 
 Monogram or Similar Folder Enclosure (For those who choose the folder option)  

 

Menu Cards 

Menu Cards in the Cinderella Wedding Package are based on a double layer design, in your color choice. Additionally this package 
allows you to choose one specialty feature for your menu to match your invitation design. The menus are approximately 4 inches in 
width and 8 inches in height. The size may vary depending on the amount of information included on this menu.  
 
Programs 

Programs in the Cinderella Wedding Package are based on either a double layer design approximately 5x7 or 6x6 in size, 
depending on your personal preference. Additionally, you can choose a book-fold style at no additional charge within this package. 

 

Table numbers 

Table Numbers in the Cinderella Wedding Package are based on a two layer invitation design in the colors of your choice. You 
have a choice of either 5x7 or 6x6 sizes. The couple’s names and wedding date, if preferred can be added at no additional charge. 
Additionally this package allows you to choose one specialty feature for your menu to match your invitation design. 
 
Escort Cards 

Table Numbers in the Cinderella Wedding Package are based on a two layer invitation design in the colors of your choice. Sizes for 
escort cards are standard, 2x3, and include only the guest names and table number. Graphics are also available within this 
package.  
 

Specialty Signs 

Specialty signs in the Cinderella Wedding Package are based on a two layer invitation design in the colors of your choice. They are 
8x10 in size. Specialty signs can often be used for signature cocktails, guest book instructions, etc. Additionally this package allows 
you to choose one specialty feature for your menu to match your invitation design. 
 

Individual costs 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
                  
 

 
 

Total Suite Cost  

 $2100 

 Invitations  
 Menu Cards 
 Programs 
 Table Numbers 
 Escort Cards 
 Specialty Signs 

$10.00ea  
$3.00ea 
$3.00ea 
$10.00ea 
$2.00ea 
$15.00ea 
 



Special Additions 
Additional Items  

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Pocket Folder Options 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Single Layer Favor Tag (2x2)              
 RSVP Envelope Address Printing      
 Outer Envelope Address Printing        
 Additional Layer for Inserts                  
 Additional Layer for Invitations (3+)  
 Additional Layer for Accessories (Menu, Program, etc.) 
 Envelope Liners (Metallic or Flat)  
 Specialty Items (brooches, ribbon, lace, glitter) 

                         
 

$1.00ea  
$0.25ea 
$0.50ea 
$0.75ea 
$1.00ea 
$0.75ea 
$0.75ea 
Prices Vary 



Design and Customization FAQ 

Do you do custom design work? 

All of our wedding invitation designs custom to the bride and groom. You are more than welcome to order a design seen in our etsy shop 

or in person; however changes can be made to each piece. Additionally, if you’d like a completely custom design, that is our specialty. 

Can I change the color of the design? 

You can use as many ink colors as you’d like on your stationery, there is no additional charge. 

More often than not, any color paper can be used on the wording layer of your stationary. However, on occasion, the paper background 

must stay white to represent the white shimmer cardstock, but text and graphics can be customized to any of our ink options.  

Can I change the font? 

Yes, you can choose from any of the fonts that we offer. If you have a particular font in mind that is purchasable via the web, we can add 

that total into your total cost. 

Can I order in a Foreign Language? 

We can design in most languages, but proofing is 100% your responsibility as if we are not fluent in the language your prefer, we are 

unable to notice typos or misspellings. 

Additional fees may apply depending on the extent of the language used and the type of alphabet (roman versus non-roman), so please 

contact us for more information. 

Can you print in a custom color? 

If none of our ink options fit your palette, we can create a custom ink color for a flat fee of $30. We would simply need the RGB code 

that corresponds with your color choice. When you place your order, just let us know that you would like to do a custom color in the 

personalization. To ensure the best color match, we recommend sending your color preference and approving your proofs no later than 3 

days of receiving the swatches. Press colors can shift over long periods of time, so it’s best to print the order as soon as you make your 

decision. 

I need two response dates. Can you do this? 

If you have an A and B guest list and need a separate response date for each, we can split your response card order for a $25 fee. This fee 

covers the additional design work and press setup for preparing and printing the second version of the response card. 

Can I purchase printable files? 

Absolutely! Printable files are available. The cost for these files are based on how many pieces are included in the design as well as how 

much detail goes into each of these pieces. 

Can you make additional accessories to match my design? 

If there is something that you need that you don’t listed on page 1, please let us know and we will custom design it for you!  

How does the proof process work? 

Our proofing process includes 2 complimentary rounds of proofs for wording and layout changes for the design chosen at the time of 

ordering. Due to the amount of time and work involved, additional design proofs will cost $15 per proof. 

Review of wording proofs for accuracy is the sole responsibility of the client. Once a proof is approved for print, should changes need to 

be made, you will be subject the cost of the new material, as well as the labor. (This includes wording that may have been relayed to 

MBM correctly but incorrect in the invitation proof, as the invitation design program does auto correct grammar and spelling.) We do try 

to limit inaccuracies prior to sending proofs, but because we are not familiar with your personal information, errors do occur on 

occasion. 


